Meet Anthony

Meet Catalina

from Australia

from Chile

Gender:

Male

Gender:

Female

Age (at arrival):

15 years

Age (at arrival):

16 years

Program length:

Year

Program length:

Year

Anthony who actually goes by his middle name, Conrad is what
his parents say, "Part court jester and part philosopher." He is
very humorous, friendly, lighthearted and helpful. Conrad
states, "that sometimes he can be quite serious and a thinker at
times too." He enjoys soccer, swimming and reading, especially
modern classics. His favorite subjects are English and science.
Conrad thinks that team sports promote team work and
relationships. He believes he is full of potential and the only
way to realize this potential is to work hard and to take
opportunities that come his way.

Catalina's parents call her "Cata" and say that she likes
teaching and helping her classmates with homework, especially
math and biology. She attends a Catholic school, does artistic
gymnastics and plays volleyball. She follows the rules and is
conscientious. She loves painting and helping children.
Catalina would like to become a doctor helping to give people a
better quality of life. She enjoys spending weekends together
visiting friends, and many types of outdoor activities. Her
teacher states that she is a natural leader who works
proactively on classwork.

Service Ref : 18-00297

Service Ref : 17-02146

Meet Yeral

Meet Yuta

from Costa Rica

from Japan

Gender:

Gender:

Male

Male

Age (at arrival):

15 years

Age (at arrival):

Program length:

Year

Program length:

Yeral excels in all his classes, but he enjoys studying English
best. Among his hobbies are learning new things on the
internet, developing software, repairing cellphones, doing
carpentry work, reading, going for walks and cooking out with
his family. He is quite close to his parents and grandmother.
Yeral prefers to have a deep friendships, whom he can know
well, rather than a lot of friends he can know only cursorily. He
respects the beliefs of others and thinks most problems can be
solved by dialogue. He says he’s skinny, but he loves to eat,
especially hamburgers, pizza, and spaghetti!

18
Year

Meet sport-loving and outgoing Yuta from Japan! He is a huge
fan of rugby and football and plays for his high school; he loves
the teamwork. He also likes to go to the recreational center to
workout and play badminton, soccer and basketball with
everyone around - young and old. He even volunteers to teach
little kids how to play different sports. In the future Yuta dreams
of becoming an aerospace engineer so he can work for NASA.
He wants to help the planet and everyone on it and hopes to
contribute in great ways when he's older. AFS volunteers say
Yuta is talkative, popular, and responsible.

Service Ref : 18-00029

Service Ref : 17-02909

For more information, contact: JoAnne Hanrahan
(401) 885-5732| jHanrahan@afsusa.org
afsusa.org/host | 1.800.AFS.INFO
In accordance with US Department of State Regulations, host families of J-1 exchange students must be fully screened and accepted
before viewing actual student photos. To initiate the screening process, start our hosting application today.

